
CrossFit, Inc., and Greg Glassman Win Key Motion in
Delaware Court; May Learn What Anthos Capital, L.P. Has

Planned for CrossFit, Inc.

As an owner of a CrossFit affiliate or as a die-hard member of a CrossFit box, you have probably heard that
Greg Glassman, the founder of CrossFit, Inc., and his wife, Lauren Glassman, are in the midst of a divorce.
You have probably also heard that Ms. Glassman is seeking to sell her 50% interest in CrossFit, Inc. to a
private equity firm called Anthos Capital, L.P. Ms. Glassman’s potential sale has left many affiliate owners
(and their members) wondering what the future has in store for CrossFit, Inc., and the CrossFit community.
For instance, if Anthos Capital purchased a 50% interest in CrossFit, Inc., would CrossFit, Inc. adopt a
franchise-based sales model, requiring affiliates to pay significant franchise fees and give up autonomy?
Would the costs of franchise fees be passed down to members? Is Anthos Capital dedicated to embracing
CrossFit, Inc.’s “community” mentality? Does Anthos Capital intend to turn CrossFit affiliates into drug
stores instead of gyms?

In light of a Memorandum Opinion dated October 12, 2012, by Vice Chancellor Glasscock of the Court of
Chancery of Delaware, the CrossFit world may soon learn what Anthos Capital has in mind for CrossFit, Inc.,
if it ultimately obtains a 50% stake in the company.

Ms. Glassman, as a co-owner of CrossFit, Inc., initiated a lawsuit in Delaware seeking to prevent Mr.
Glassman from purchasing an airplane for the company. Mr. Glassman contended that the lawsuit was a
sham - designed to frustrate the business of CrossFit, Inc. and to encourage Mr. Glassman to consent to Ms.
Glassman’s sale of her interest in the company to Anthos Capital. Mr. Glassman and CrossFit, Inc. filed a
counterclaim, contending that Ms. Glassman breached her fiduciary duty to CrossFit, Inc. by providing
certain due diligence documents to Anthos Capital without consent from CrossFit, Inc.’s Board of Directors.

In connection with Mr. Glassman’s counterclaim, he and CrossFit, Inc. sought from Ms. Glassman documents
pertaining to: communications between Ms. Glassman and Anthos Capital, including documents containing
information about CrossFit; Anthos Capital’s proposed purchase of CrossFit equity; Anthos Capital’s attempts
to value CrossFit or Ms. Glassman’s share of CrossFit; Anthos Capital’s business plans for CrossFit; Anthos
Capital’s plans for current management of CrossFit; Anthos Capital’s plans to convince Mr. Glassman to agree
to Ms. Glassman’s sale of her equity; and Anthos Capital’s or Ms. Glassman’s plans to cause “gridlock” at
CrossFit. Ms. Glassman refused to turn over several of these documents, such as communications regarding
Anthos Capital’s future business strategy for CrossFit.

Ms. Glassman argued that she did not have to turn over those records because they were protected by the
“common-interest” doctrine, which allows separately represented clients sharing a common legal interest to
communicate directly with each other without waiving attorney-client privilege. The Court disagreed,
finding that communications regarding a business deal, such as Anthos Capital’s acquisition of Ms.
Glassman’s interest in CrossFit, Inc., are generally not covered by the common-interest doctrine.
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Ms. Glassman also claimed that the documents were subject to “business-strategy immunity.” This doctrine
applies where the Court believes that disclosing the requested information may not be used for proper legal
purposes, but rather practical business advantages. A Court may invoke business-strategy immunity after
balancing the “risk of extralegal prejudice from disclosure against the evidentiary value of the contested
information,” and determining that disclosure would impede the interests of justice. The Court concluded
that Ms. Glassman did not bear undue risk of prejudice by disclosing strategic or pricing information because
the potential sale to Anthos Capital had already been announced. Additionally, the Court found that the
requested information was useful to prove Mr. Glassman’s and CrossFit, Inc.’s claim that they were
irreparably harmed by the potential deal, which outweighed Ms. Glassman’s interest in non-disclosure.

Accordingly, the Court held that Ms. Glassman cannot withhold documents, such as plans to close the sale of
her 50% interest to Anthos Capital, documents showing valuations of CrossFit, documents showing how Ms.
Glassman evaluated Anthos Capital’s proposal, and documents showing Anthos Capital’s future plans for
CrossFit.

This is a key win for CrossFit, Inc., Mr. Glassman, and CrossFit enthusiasts, who should soon learn exactly
what Anthos Capital plans to do with CrossFit if it becomes a 50% owner of the company. Not only will
Crossfit, Inc., and Mr. Glassman obtain documents critical to the prosecution of their claims against Ms.
Glassman, it may also jeopardize the viability of Ms. Glassman’s sale of her interest to Anthos Capital.
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